High Bridge Management Academy - Generalist Associate
Remote & flexible: This is a part-time (10-20 hrs/week) contractor role

High Bridge Management Academy offers leading virtual bootcamps that are delivered by a
team of 50+ ex-McKinsey, Bain, and BCG consultants. High Bridge is dedicated to bringing elite
interview and consulting skills to young talents.
Our mission is to make young talent and ambitious professionals prosper, and Our vision is to
be the #1 career partner for high-achievers and to offer organizations a world-class talent pool!
We have exciting new missions starting at High Bridge on a monthly basis! If you are eager to
develop yourself in a high-performing environment and want to work with a great team of
aspiring people like you, this is a great opportunity. Our previous associates have gotten job
offers at top consulting firms (e.g., McKinsey, Bain, and BCG)!

What is it like working at High Bridge?
High Bridge’s core values are: Courage, Focus, Discipline, Reflection, and Caring
Alliance. We conduct quarterly reviews to check how everyone is doing and how we can help
each other grow. We are committed to developing you. You will receive coaching, get feedback,
and learn important lessons that will benefit the rest of your career. As a Highbridger, you get
access to our internal training as well as some great perks (such as case practice with
Flavio/other MBB faculty members, premium access to the Case Interview App, CV/resume
review, etc.).
Upon joining our team, you will explore the boundaries of your skills. You are expected to excel
in every task entrusted to you by leveraging your diverse knowledge and collaborating with
other Highbridgers.
You can read more about other people’s working experience at High Bridge here.

Next-Generation Consulting Bootcamps
www.highbridgeacademy.com

About The Generalist Associate Position
The Generalist Associate position is remote, and has a 4-week probing period (unpaid). The
role can be extended to a paid position afterwards depending on your performance. Our
standard workload is 10 - 20 hours per week with a flexible schedule.
Based on the fit between the skills needed for the specific position and your learning goals, you
will have the opportunity of working in one or more of the following areas:
●

Operations: Help run our bootcamps to ensure a smooth experience for our students

●

Content creation: Research & create new workshop content for our bootcamp

●

Marketing: Create marketing content for email campaigns and social media

●

Others: Work on B2B Business Development, Data Analysis, Product Management,
Case Competition Management, etc.

What we expect of you
●

Excellent verbal and written English communication skills

●

Versatile: Able to think out of the box and take up missions without previous experience,
and are expected to rotate your missions when needed

●

Adaptable to work within a global team across different time zones

●

Willing to learn and open to feedback for improvement

●

Data- and result-driven: Reflect upon past experiences, analyze internal and/or external
data, compare them with goals and tweak/modify strategy where required for more
effective results

●

Agile and action-oriented: Regularly meet deadlines with discipline, able to adapt to last
minute changes and manage multiple tasks with a ‘get it done’ attitude

If you want to learn more and seize this great opportunity at High Bridge, click below and apply.

APPLY NOW
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